
THE PROBLEM OF VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES

Causes of School Violence School violence is a many-faceted problem, making it difficult for "Indicators of School Crime
and Safety," a study by the U.S.

Today, many popular video games feature high levels of realistic violence. Another cause of school violence
may be personality problems. Instead, rigorous program evaluation studies are needed. Only 13 percent of
public middle schools and 21 percent of high schools had police or other law enforcement on campus or more
hours per week. Published by RAND. The most recent U. Zimring, American Youth Violence, pp. They
walked out of classes as part of the nationally planned war moratorium of  In California, 63 percent of high
schools employ at least one part-time law enforcement officer. The fear of social disorder and swelling
immigrant populations that gripped the middle class of the nineteenth century motivated reformers such as
Horace Mann to champion public schools. A mass migration from the south brought new populations of
blacks to the northern cities, Puerto Ricans began a major migration to the mainland, and returning veterans
came home to a different world. Counseling and Mediation Other violence prevention efforts rely on
counseling students with disciplinary problems and mediating in specific incidents of conflict as needed.
Discussion regarding the impact of the media on youth behavior is not new. School violence, especially in
urban areas, assumed a prominent place in the national fixation on juvenile crime. This time the teacher had
her own switches Education reformers of the time, such as Horace Mann, were clear in their philosophy.
Community Environments As with schools and families, communities can neglect children. The confluence of
black activism, campus protests, anti-war demonstrations, and urban riots shook the government to its core.
About percent of American students i. Cerio, and R. In successive generations, educational debates would
mirror contemporary concerns about workforce preparation and the need for vocational schools, and about
racial segregation in schools. According to one report on truants in , foreign-born youth were sent to reform
schools for truancy, while 98 Americans were. These are reactive rather than proactive approaches. The
political response to the hype was not to prevent the supposed future crime wave. Juvenile-justice statistics
show that, lacking after-school supervision, youth violence rises to above average rates between 3 and 7 p.
Still, there have been several other high-profile incidents. Such behaviour may also result in bullying and gang
fights. However, little is known about the long-term or concurrent effects that the presence of uniformed
officers might have on students' feelings of safety. Certain programs focus on skill building, whereas others
rely on the deterrent value of punishment. According to polls, more than 50 percent of parents with children in
grades K [1] and 75 percent of secondary school students [2] now think that a school shooting could occur in
their community. After-school and summer programs are not always available. A calloused hand was
outstretched before the teacher-dictator Get-tough practices are presumed to send a message to potentially
violent students and decrease school violence. Lawrence A. Funding was also available for conflict resolution
and peer mediation education, but overall funding levels dropped after â€” except for drug testing in schools.
In fall of , the two previously cited incidents in Colorado and then Pennsylvania involving adult men invading
schools and taking students hostage again invoked fears of Columbines erupting around the country. Violent,
Internet-based video games have also grown in popularity as cyber technology becomes more sophisticated.


